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Saint-Petersburg Cultural Weekend



Trip Summary

Arrival at Pulkovo Airport (LED) - Pulkovo Airport

Private transfer from airport Pulkovo to the hotel

Hotel Check-in

Free time - Nevsky Prospect, Eliseev Store, Mariinsky Theatre, Boat Trips and River Cruises

Meeting with your guide at the lobby of the hotel

City sightseeing tour with Private Guide - St. Isaac's Square, Church of Our Savior on Spil led Blood, St Isaac’s Cathedral

Lunch time

Private excursion at Hermitage museum - The State Hermitage Museum

Meeting with your guide in the hotel lobby

Meteor speedboat to Peterhof

Excursion at Peterhof (Grand Palace & Lower Park) - Grand Palace

Meteor speedboat to Saint-Petersburg

Free time - Nevsky Prospect, Eliseev Store, Mariinsky Theatre, Boat Trips and River Cruises

Private Transfer from hotel to airport Pulkovo

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4
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Day 1

Arrival at Pulkovo Airport (LED)

Private transfer from airport Pulkovo to the hotel
The arrival Terminal includes a Meet & Greet area, bars & cafes (rubles only) and toilets (free of charge). Access is through security control only.
You wil l be met by Fontanka Travel representatives with welcome signs at the Meet & Greet Area. The transport wil l  be parked outside the
arrival hall. The transfer time to the city is approximately 45min - 1 hour, depending on traffic.

Hotel Check-in
At the check in, you wil l be asked to show your passports and immigration card (obtained at airport during custom control). It is needed to
register your stay with accordance to Russian law.

Free time
During your free time, you can enjoy your evening by visiting world famous ballet show or have a boat trip around canals of Saint-Petersburg.
Take one of our options to have fun and enjoy your time in the Northern capital of Russia!

Pulkovo Airport
Pulkovskoe shosse, Saint Petersburg, RU, 196140
+7 812 337-38-22

Аэропорт «Пулково» — один из крупнейших, динамично развивающихся авиатранспортных узлов России.

Nevsky Prospect
Nevsky prospekt, Saint Petersburg

Described in numerous works of art, Nevsky Prospect has always been a favourite alley for promenades among locals and tourists. We suggest
that you also take a stroll along this historic alley with your family and friends just as emperors used to do in the past! Enjoy diversity of
fashionable stores, numerous coffee houses, shopping mecca Gostiny Dvor, famous Singer bookstore, churches and cathedrals, picturesque
canals on your way!
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Eliseev Store
56, Nevskiy Prospect
+7 812 456 66 66

Yeliseyevsky is a must-see food emporium, glittering with chandeliers and Art Nouveau.
Eliseev Store situated right on the Nevsky Prospekt is definately the most beautiful grocery store you have ever seen. There are many
expensive delicacies, but the store is worth seeing. It was built in the beginning of the 20th century in Art Deco style for wealthy merchants,
Eliseev brothers. Eliseevsky Store is really famous in Russia and many citizens and tourists buy something there to remember Saint Petersburg
in spite of the high prices.

Mariinsky Theatre
1, Teatralnaya Square
+7 812 326 41 41

The Mariinsky Theatre is a historic theatre of opera and ballet , where many of the stage masterpieces of Tchaikovsky, Mussorgsky, and Rimsky-
Korsakov received their premieres. Through most of the Soviet era, it was known as the Kirov Theatre. Today, the Mariinsky Theatre is home to
the Mariinsky Ballet, Mariinsky Opera and Mariinsky Orchestra. Since Yuri Temirkanov's retirement in 1988, the conductor Valery Gergiev has
served as the theatre's general director.

Boat Trips and River Cruises
2, Admiralteiskaya Embankment

Once the summer comes (usually by the end of April), a boat trip is an essential part of any sightseeing holiday to St. Petersburg. There's a
huge choice of boats and operators, ranging from small private launches to multi-level river cruisers, so you can join a timetabled tour or
organize your own if you're travell ing in a small group. Nearly all boats, however, follow one of a few tried and tested routes along St.
Petersburg's rivers and canals, as well as some longer routes out to the city's suburban visitor attractions. Inner-city tours start from around 400
rubles for adults (half-price for children under 12, and free for children under seven).
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Day 2

Meeting with your guide at the lobby of the hotel
You wil l meet your guide in the hotel lobby. The car wil l be waiting for you outside. Enjoy your ride through main street Nevsky Avenue to the
first attraction in your program, the Church of the Saviour on Spil led Blood.

City sightseeing tour with Private Guide

We have picked the most popular and beautiful places, the so-called brands of Saint Petersburg for you to see and explore. These are true
 treasures of the Zarist city which you wil l recognise from movies, photos and souvenirs. Travellers who have visited them wil l often return in the
future to visit current exhibitions and attend festivals.

Lunch time

Private excursion at Hermitage museum

The State Hermitage museum occupies six magnificent buildings in the heart of Saint Petersburg situated along the embankment of the River
Neva. The Winter Palace - playing the leading architectural role in the Hermitage and was the residence of the Russian Tsars by the design of
the Italian architect Francesco Bartolomeo Rastreli. The palace with its grand interior, its throne and ball rooms is truly breathtaking. You can
also get a feeling for the day-to-day l ife of the Tsars as all private rooms are now open to the public.

PROVIDER

Fontanka Travel

St. Isaac's Square
Isaakievskaya pl., Saint Petersburg

Once you have entered St. Isaac's Square you can't help comparing it to the magnificent amphitheater and feeling l ike a spectator surrounded
by all these splendid historic objects. Take the most comfortable seat and enjoy the performance!

Church of Our Savior on Spilled Blood
2, nab. Kanala Griboyedova
+7 812 315 16 36

Mysterious and spellbinding, elaborate and of historic significance. A sightseeing gem above the surface of the poetic Griboedova Canal, the
Church of Savior on Spil led Blood strikes viewers' imagination with its incredible ambience from the outside and ingenious interiors inside.
Skil l ful fingers of the best Russian artisans of the day decorated the Church with shimmering mosaics, Italian varicoloured marble, Ural and
Altai semi-precious stones, and a huge collection of Russian heraldry.

St Isaac’s Cathedral
4, Issakievskaya Square
+7 812 315 97 32

The Cathedral features unique collection of monumental and decorative sculpture, including both interior and exterior sculptures, also over
150 paintings, making it impossible to explore in depth even major artworks during one visit. Therefore, you are offered different tours. From
May to October the Museum offers to visit the Colonnade of St. Isaac's Cathedral , to climb 43 meters and see the views of St. Petersburg, one
of the most beautiful cities in the world. Especially beautiful in a short period of white nights. White nights give a unique charm to architectural
ensembles of the city, its squares and streets. Climbing on the Colonnade, you wil l see a panoramic view of the Neva and the bridges open.
When the white nights season is over, excellent i l lumination of the Neva river, bridges and architectural ensembles of the center of St.
Petersburg can be viewed from the colonnade.
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The Hermitage museum in the palace is the second largest art collection in the world and contains invaluable pieces of Leonardo Da Vinci,
Monet, Rembrandt, Picasso and many more.

The State Hermitage Museum
2, Dvortsovaya pl.
+7 812 571 3465

Guess what sightseeing spot wil l never stop to amaze you with its enormous size, gorgeous imperial interiors, abundance of temporary
exhibitions and special events? Guess where you can spend all your travell ing time and come back again and again ti l l  i t becomes your
home? That's Hermitage! The largest artistic museum in the world with 3 mln of items.
The display features Western European art, the Russian interior decoration, Oriental arts, Flemish painting, archaelogical and numismatic
items. The museum holds interesting meetings with well-known art experts, employees of national and international museums, artists,
designers, and musicians! Special programmes include visiting exhibitions and concerts outside official opening hours.
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Day 3

Meeting with your guide in the hotel lobby
You wil l be greeted by your guide in the lobby of your hotel and have a transfer to Neva embarkment.

Meteor speedboat to Peterhof

Meteor is a fast and convenient way to reach the beautiful gardens and palaces of Peterhof.

The schedule of meteor transfers is very convenient for travellers - every half an hour from 10:00-14:30. The place of departure is located in
the city center, right next to the Hermitage group entrance.

 

Excursion at Peterhof (Grand Palace & Lower Park)

Enjoy the world’s largest fountain system and gorgeous parks of the Peterhof Palace, often times called the "Russian Versail les". Peterhof was
built by Peter the Great and is now a UNESCO World Heritage site. It is located at the Baltic Sea in the Gulf of Finland around 35km outside of
the city centre. You wil l arrive to the palace by speed boat and enter through the gates of the Lower Park. From there you slowly move forward
to the Upper Gardens with their beautiful golden fountain constructions and the palace.

Meteor speedboat to Saint-Petersburg

BOOKED THROUGH

Fontanka Travel
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Grand Palace
Разводная ул., 2

BOOKED THROUGH

Fontanka Travel
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Free time
During your free time, you can enjoy your evening by visiting world famous ballet show or have a boat trip around canals of Saint-Petersburg.
Take one of our options to have fun and enjoy your time in the Northern capital of Russia!

Nevsky Prospect
Nevsky prospekt, Saint Petersburg

Described in numerous works of art, Nevsky Prospect has always been a favourite alley for promenades among locals and tourists. We suggest
that you also take a stroll along this historic alley with your family and friends just as emperors used to do in the past! Enjoy diversity of
fashionable stores, numerous coffee houses, shopping mecca Gostiny Dvor, famous Singer bookstore, churches and cathedrals, picturesque
canals on your way!

Eliseev Store
56, Nevskiy Prospect
+7 812 456 66 66

Yeliseyevsky is a must-see food emporium, glittering with chandeliers and Art Nouveau.
Eliseev Store situated right on the Nevsky Prospekt is definately the most beautiful grocery store you have ever seen. There are many
expensive delicacies, but the store is worth seeing. It was built in the beginning of the 20th century in Art Deco style for wealthy merchants,
Eliseev brothers. Eliseevsky Store is really famous in Russia and many citizens and tourists buy something there to remember Saint Petersburg
in spite of the high prices.

Mariinsky Theatre
1, Teatralnaya Square
+7 812 326 41 41

The Mariinsky Theatre is a historic theatre of opera and ballet , where many of the stage masterpieces of Tchaikovsky, Mussorgsky, and Rimsky-
Korsakov received their premieres. Through most of the Soviet era, it was known as the Kirov Theatre. Today, the Mariinsky Theatre is home to
the Mariinsky Ballet, Mariinsky Opera and Mariinsky Orchestra. Since Yuri Temirkanov's retirement in 1988, the conductor Valery Gergiev has
served as the theatre's general director.

Boat Trips and River Cruises
2, Admiralteiskaya Embankment

Once the summer comes (usually by the end of April), a boat trip is an essential part of any sightseeing holiday to St. Petersburg. There's a
huge choice of boats and operators, ranging from small private launches to multi-level river cruisers, so you can join a timetabled tour or
organize your own if you're travell ing in a small group. Nearly all boats, however, follow one of a few tried and tested routes along St.
Petersburg's rivers and canals, as well as some longer routes out to the city's suburban visitor attractions. Inner-city tours start from around 400
rubles for adults (half-price for children under 12, and free for children under seven).
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Day 4

Private Transfer from hotel to airport Pulkovo

When your stay in St Petersburg is coming to an end hop into the pre-arranged car and enjoy a smooth trip to Pulkovo airport. The driver wil l
meet you in the lobby of your hotel and take you to the airport.

CARRIER

Mercedes Vito
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